The purpose of the session is to review the findings of the hearing sessions, to confirm what Main Modifications to the LP are suggested by the Council following the hearings and to discuss how the Examination will proceed hereafter. The questions that the session will address are as follows:

1. What are the key issues that the Inspector needs to consider arising from the hearings part of the examination?
   
   *Note – the Inspector will need to reflect on what he has heard at the hearing sessions. In these respects the Inspector will write to the Council post-hearings to set out his position on key issues.*

2. On the assumption that there is the potential for modifications to rectify soundness what Main Modifications (MMs) (those modifications necessary to make the LP sound) have arisen in the examination process so far, particularly from the hearings?

   *The Council has produced a schedule of actions and potential MMs arising from the first week of hearings and intends to do the same for the second week of hearings.*

3. Does the Council wish the Inspector to recommend any MMs that he considers are necessary to resolve any issues of ‘unsoundness’?

4. How should the Schedule of MMs be set out?

5. What is the status of Additional Modifications?

6. On the assumption that the examination can proceed without further significant work what is the process for taking forward the MMs including any need for sustainability appraisal and public consultation?

7. What is the likely timetable for the remainder of the Examination including further consultation and the Inspector’s report?

8. What is the role of the Programme Officer after the close of the hearings?

9. Are there any questions on the likely examination process post-hearings?

10. Close of the hearings.
Main Evidence Base
Draft Schedules of Main and Additional Modifications
EL5.011 – Working List of Modifications from hearings week 1
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